The control of ground vibration from colliery blasting during the undermining of residential areas
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SYNOPSIS

Results from a study undertaken at a Transvaal colliery on the feasibility of undermining an urban development by conventional bord-and-pillar mining operations in the No. 4 Seam of the Highveld Coalfield are discussed. Surface ground vibrations above production sections were measured, analysed, and then compared with well-accepted guidelines so that the expected effects of vibration on inhabitants and surface structures could be determined. The measurement and scaling of ground vibration from blasting are outlined, and the effects on humans and structures are discussed. It is concluded that residential areas can be safely undermined by conventional drilling and blasting techniques provided certain simple guidelines are followed.

Introduction

Approximately 60 per cent of the coal mined by underground methods in the Republic of South Africa is produced by bord-and-pillar mining methods using conventional drilling and blasting. Significant portions of the coal reserves are overlain by inhabited areas, but a correctly planned underground mining operation is compatible with surface use.

A study was undertaken at a Transvaal Colliery in the lower No. 4 Seam of the Highveld Coalfield on the implications of shallow mining activities to surface structures and residents. An important consideration in the undermining of inhabited areas is the short-term effects of blast vibration on surface structures and inhabitants. Ground vibration, which is a side effect of all types of blasting, not only holds the potential of causing damage to structures but is also irritating to humans. The need to control vibration from blasting is becoming increasingly important as public awareness rises and as mining and residential areas converge.

The potential for damaging structures and disturbing residents is established from monitoring of the ground vibrations on the surface above conventional bord-and-pillar workings, in conjunction with available criteria. Practical means of minimizing the blast vibration levels are then identified. It is hoped that the findings of the study described here and the procedures followed will be useful to others concerned with coal-mining operations beneath dwellings.

Blasting Practice in Collieries

Fig. 1 shows a typical drilling pattern, in which holes 38 mm in diameter are drilled horizontally into the coal face in rows of 3 to 4 and columns of 5 to 6, depending largely on the bord dimensions and the seam thickness.
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Prior to drilling, a horizontal slot about 0.1 m wide is cut mechanically across the whole width of the face to a depth of 0.15 m beyond the intended depth of the blastholes. This cut eases breaking by providing displacement relief for the earliest firing holes. Thus, the amount of explosive required per hole is minimized, favouring blasting efficiencies and, moreover, reducing the risk of initiating methane and coal-dust explosions. Statutory requirements allow only permitted explosives to be used where there is a risk of methane or coal-dust explosions. These explosives are specially formulated to minimize the production of incendiary particles and the flame of detonation, but there is a consequent reduction in strength. Inert materials are used to stem the blasthole after charging. By confining the explosive gases, stemming both reduces the likelihood of methane or coal-dust ignitions, and leads to a more efficient usage of the explosive energy. Explosives are initiated by electric detonators, of which six delay periods up to 150 ms (milliseconds) are available (Table I) for use in fiery coal mines.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delay number</th>
<th>Nominal delay period ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Instantaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of Ground Vibration**

Ground vibration is an undesirable but also unavoidable result of blasting. Controlling the magnitude of ground vibration is often a necessary consideration in blast design, since such vibration is capable of inducing damage to engineering structures, and is an irritant to humans. Only a small portion of the seismic energy generated by an explosive source is actually utilized in breaking and displacing the *in situ* rock. The remainder is propagated outwards from the charge in elastic waves, which change form as the waves and propagation medium interact. The vibration experienced at some distance from the blast normally comprises a complex combination of wave types that are difficult to separate in practice. Fortunately, this separation is not necessary in that the resultant vibration can be measured directly with seismic instrumentation. A discussion of the wave types comprising ground vibration is given by Green.

The character of ground vibration is fully described by measurements, in three mutually perpendicular directions, of the time history of the acceleration, the velocity, or the displacement at a point (particle) in the ground. These quantities are interrelated, as shown by the following expressions where \( A \) is acceleration, \( V \) is velocity, \( D \) is displacement, \( t \) is time, and \( f \) is the frequency of vibration:
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Particle velocity and by Abraseys and Hendron. However, since the absolute charge mass and distance, geology, and types of blasting vary widely, the propagation equation should be developed from measurements taken at the particular site of interest. When this is not possible, as when the mining of a new area is being planned, the findings of investigations under similar conditions will provide a reasonable approximation.

**Structural Damage**

The relationship between ground vibration from blasting and structural damage has long been the subject of extensive research by many investigators. The peak particle velocity of ground movement near structures has been identified as a simple, single-term criterion for the prediction of structural damage. The main reason for this is that, according to elastic theory for plane waves (Kolsky), which are realistic approximations for blasting (Dowding), the particle velocity, \( PV \), is directly proportional to the strain, \( \epsilon \), namely,

\[
PV = C_s \epsilon, \quad \text{(4)}
\]

where \( C_s \) is the dilational wave velocity (sonic velocity) of the material. Therefore, increases in the particle velocity of ground movement correspond to increases in ground strain which, in turn, generally induce greater strains in structures. And, it is strain that ultimately causes cracking of structural elements. An early criterion for damage to structures was the energy criterion proposed by Crandell. It is based on considerations of kinetic energy and the assumptions of simple harmonic motion, defined as

\[
ER = A^2f^2, \quad \text{(5)}
\]

where \( ER \) is the energy ratio, \( A \) is the peak acceleration (in feet per second squared, \( \text{ft/s}^2 \)), and \( f \) is the frequency of peak amplitude (in hertz, Hz). Nicholls et al. point out that, although not used by Crandell, this equation is readily rewritten to express energy ratio as a function of velocity as follows:

\[
ER = 4\pi^2V^2, \quad \text{(6)}
\]

where the units for particle velocity are in feet per second (\( \text{ft/s} \)). In SI units, where \( V \) is in millimetres per second (\( \text{mm/s} \)) and \( A \) in metres per second squared (\( \text{m/s}^2 \)), these equations take the form

\[
ER = \frac{V^2}{253} = 10.8 \frac{A^2}{f^2}. \quad \text{(7)}
\]

The correlation between energy ratio and extent of structural damage cited by Crandell, and the particle velocity equivalents are given in Table II. The damage threshold of 84 mm/s proposed by Crandell is in close agreement with the threshold level of 71 mm/s cited by Langefors et al. This was later followed by the suggestion of 51 mm/s as a safe limit by Edwards and Northwood.

Nicholls et al.; after a thorough analysis of numerous investigations conducted by the U.S. Bureau of Mines (USBM) and others, confirmed that particle velocity in the ground near structures should not exceed 51 mm/s in any of three mutually perpendicular directions if the probability of damage to the structure is to be small (less than 5 percent). USBM investigators, in a recent study of response to ground vibration for 76 different structures, took cognizance, in constructing the frequency-dependent particle-velocity criteria shown in Fig. 2, of the interplay between the frequency of ground vibration and the natural frequency of the structure.

Because the ground displacement increases appreciably as the frequency falls below 40 Hz at constant velocity, these criteria recommend \( PPV \) levels of less than 51 mm/s when the dominant frequency of the ground vibration falls below 40 Hz. Furthermore, ground-vibration frequencies below 40 Hz are approaching structure resonances, normally within the 4 to 12 Hz bandwidth, at which stage the structure response will be highest. These latest USBM criteria are obviously more conservative than a constant velocity limit of 51 mm/s.

Other recent studies have also emphasized that the actual response of a structure, as opposed to the ground motion near the structure, should be used as the limiting factor. To this end, the SDF (single degree of freedom) computational approach, adopted from studies of building response to earthquakes, is claimed by Dowding to be the most accurate. The SDF methodology is too lengthy for detailed discussion here; briefly, it takes account of structure characteristics (mass, stiffness, vibration damping) together with ground vibration time history.
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**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy ratio</th>
<th>Particle velocity equivalent, mm/s</th>
<th>Structural damage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 3</td>
<td>&lt; 84</td>
<td>No damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>Damage threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>84-168</td>
<td>Caution zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 6</td>
<td>&gt; 168</td>
<td>Danger zone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 2—Frequency-dependent limits of particle velocity for the avoidance of structural damage (after Siskend et al.)
in the calculation of structure response. Dowding reports that the SDF model provides a closer correlation to structure response and damage than does the peak particle velocity of ground movement near the structure. In its present form, however, this method is too complex and time-consuming for general application. For current needs, the recent criteria proposed by the USBM, illustrated in Fig. 2, provide conservative safe blasting limits for the avoidance of structural damage.

**Human Response**

The level of vibration perceived by humans is considerably lower than that required to induce structural damage. Many studies have been undertaken on the human response to mechanical vibration, but most of these were concerned with protracted vibration, which does not closely represent the transient nature of ground vibration. A summary of research into human response to vibration was compiled recently by Siskend et al.\(^{15}\).

Essentially, there is no information to indicate the reaction of people to blasting-induced vibration while in their homes. Most studies have subjected humans to vibration in a laboratory environment, and the duration of vibration was found to be directly related to its undesirability.

Results from the classic study of human tolerance to vibrating motion by Reither and Meister\(^{16}\) and from a more recent investigation by Wiss and Parmelee\(^{17}\) were used in the construction of Fig. 3 (data taken from Table 1 of Siskend et al.\(^{15}\)), which relates human perception to vibration levels and exposure time. The Reither and Meister study used exposure times of 300 s, while pulses of 0.5 to 5 s were used by Wiss and Parmelee.

Human reaction was found to be independent of frequency when expressed in terms of frequency times displacement, i.e. velocity. Fig. 3 shows that humans become less sensitive to vibration as the exposure time decreases. The left portion of Fig. 3 is of most direct interest since, judged by the range of firing times for detonators used in collieries (Table 1), the duration of vibration will normally be less than a quarter of a second.

One important factor not addressed by scientific studies is the effect of the frequency of occurrence of the vibratory event. In most surface mining and construction operations, blasting usually takes place less than once a day to, at most, only a few times a day. However, in the typical underground case of two adjacent colliery sections, mining on two shifts involves blasting approximately 24 times a day. In this case, even low vibration levels may prove objectionable to humans in view of the intermittent nature and high frequency of the blasting. Thus, it is logical to expect that decreasing human sensitivity to shorter duration of vibration will be countered to some extent by an increased frequency of such events. Dowding\(^{16}\) refers to experience with dynamic soil compaction, where frequent ground motion (every 2 to 5 minutes) of 2,5 mm/s caused extreme annoyance to residents. He postulates that, when events occur as often as ten times a day, human response will approach the levels determined in the study by Reither and Meister\(^{16}\).

These levels are equivalent to the 300 s values of Fig. 3, where the velocities of 2,5 mm/s are already within the strongly perceptible range.

No other work is available on human response to events lasting less than 0.5 s or to multiple events. Therefore, indisputable conclusions cannot be drawn about the potential of human annoyance from colliery blasting. A compromise between these opposing interests involves the adoption as a guide of the perception levels shown at the 5 s exposure time in Fig. 3. Based on the criterion that strongly perceptible vibration is objectionable and annoying, the particle velocity should be maintained at less than 10 mm/s if it is to remain below the strongly perceptible threshold. Where practical, levels of less than 7 mm/s and, better yet, 3 mm/s are desirable since these correlate with the mean response and threshold limit of distinct
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perception, below which the potential for human annoyance will be small.

**Case Study of Ground Vibration**

A programme of blast-vibration monitoring was conducted at a Transvaal colliery to quantify the levels expected when mining extended to the ground beneath a nearby urban development. The distance separating the residential area and the nearest mine workings was 1.2 km, and these workings were chosen as the monitoring site. An examination of the geological fence diagram of the monitored site in Fig. 4 and the cross-section of the proposed site given in Fig. 5 shows that the areas are geologically similar except for the dolerite intrusions beneath the residential area.

Fig. 6 gives plan and section views of the positioning of two separate triaxial geophone packages of a Sinco (Slope Indicator Company) type S-2 vibration monitor in relation to the underground workings. The dynamic response of this system is flat (± 10 per cent) in terms of particle velocity between 6 and 150 Hz. In each geophone package, one of the transducers sensed vertical motion, while the other two sensed horizontal motion. The common blasthole pattern and initiation timing during the monitored period are depicted in Fig. 7.

Explosive charges comprised 0.8 kg of Ajax per hole. The blast locations comprised 0.8 kg of Ajax per hole, which varied from 1 to 3, are shown in Fig. 6. The particle-velocity waveforms were recorded from 13 of the production blasts during the day shift of two consecutive days, providing a total of 26 relationships between vibration levels, propagation distance, and charge mass. These data were fitted by means of regression analysis to give the propagation equation

$$PPV = 4176 \left( \frac{R}{M^{1/3}} \right)^{-1.85}$$

which is plotted with the data points shown in Fig. 8. Curve-fitting and statistical techniques are covered in detail by Olson *et al.*" and by Issac and Bubb.19

As will be seen from an examination of the natural scat-
Fig. 5—Geological cross-section of the site to be undermined

Fig. 6—Location of geophones in relation to underground blasting

Fig. 7—Drilling pattern and initiation timing of monitored blasts
Maximum number of holes per delay per heading

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of headings per blast</th>
<th>Maximum number of holes per delay per heading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III

Companion of peak particle velocities for various initiation timings and headings per blast

It was suggested earlier that human response levels at the 5-second exposure time in Fig. 3 should be used as a guide. Despite the measured duration of vibration being from 200 to 250 ms, the reduced levels of human tolerance at an exposure time of 5 seconds are used in an attempt to account for the effects of the high frequency of blasting. At this exposure time, Fig. 3 shows that velocity levels of 0.3 to 1.5 mm/s are perceptible, and it is therefore impracticable for blasting to proceed entirely unnoticed. Average vibration levels from normal blasting practice lie within the distinctly perceptible range, and it is therefore prudent to reduce the vibration levels if practicable. This can be done by an increase in the scaled distance. But, since the distance separating blasting and surface locations is fixed, a reduction in vibration levels must derive from a decrease in the charge per time delay. For the obvious reason of retarding breakage, few miners would be agreeable to decreasing the mass of the explosive charge per hole below 0.8 kg. However a reduction in charge mass per delay can be achieved without adversely affecting the breakage if the available series of delay detonators is utilized and the number of headings blasted at one time is reduced. This is illustrated in Table III, which compares the peak particle velocities calculated from equation (8) for cases of 1 to 3 headings per blast with a maximum of between 3 to 10 holes per delays per heading.

A 15-hole drilling pattern allows as little as 2 to 3 holes per delay while, at the other extreme, as also found in practice, as many as 10 holes per delay, i.e. two rows of holes, are sometimes used. It is seen that vibration levels from 3 holes per delay will be less than half of those produced by 10 holes per delay. Furthermore, a double-heading blast with 3 holes per delay will produce average vibration levels that are only slightly higher than single-heading blasts with 5 holes per delay. It should be noted that single- and double-heading blasts with a maximum of 3 holes per delay will result in an average peak particle velocity of 1.7 and 2.7 mm/s respectively, both of which are below the distinctly perceptible threshold.

An alternative timing pattern with a maximum of 3 holes per delay is given in Fig. 9. In addition to substantial reductions in vibration levels, the use of this timing pattern will enhance the displacement relief for rib holes by firing these on a later delay than others in the row.
Consequently, this practice will also promote maximum advance per blast. Furthermore, the extent of blast damage to pillars, and their subsequent spalling will also be reduced.

**Discussion and Conclusions**

According to the predictive relationship for ground vibration levels developed by this study, and to widely accepted safe blasting limits, vibration from typical underground colliery blasting in South Africa will not damage surface structures above most mine workings. The lowest dominant frequency measured in this study was approximately 50 Hz, at which Fig. 2 indicates a vibration damage threshold of 50 mm/s. With a 99.7 per cent confidence limit for the predictive equation, a level of 50 mm/s would be reached only when the overburden thickness is reduced to 45 m for the extreme case of a blast consisting of 3 headings with 10 holes each on the same initiation time delay (maximum charge per delay of 24 kg). Therefore, measures to avoid damage to surface structures may need to be considered when the overburden thickness is less than about 30 m.

The limiting factor in most instances will be the vibration levels tolerated by surface inhabitants. It is difficult to predict human response to vibration of this type since no quantitative information is available on the effects of multiple events during the course of a day, and research is needed in this area. The distinctly perceptible vibration, together with the intermittent and high frequency of blasting from the continual mining activities, may be disturbing to surface residents. It is therefore desirable to keep vibration levels as low as practicable by utilizing the available range of delay detonators which, in turn, minimizes the mass of explosive charge per delay. It has been demonstrated that this approach will produce minimal vibration levels without inhibiting normal mining operations. An added benefit is that the higher degree of displacement relief for rib holes will ease breaking, and will promote maximum advance while minimizing blast damage to pillars.

Approximately 70 per cent of the coal from underground mines in South Africa is produced from the Highbeld and Witbank areas, where blasting procedures, overburden thickness and, to a limited extent, geological features are generally similar to those of this study. Therefore, the predictive equation for the ground vibration levels developed in this study should be a close approximation for most collieries in these areas. The largest unknown in the application of the predictive equation in general cases is the effect of changes in geology.

As the high rates of face advance in most collieries are about 100 m per month, vibration will be noticeable at any given surface location only for a period of three to four months. To verify the actual vibration levels when residential areas are being undermined, it is recommended that a brief vibration-monitoring programme be conducted. This would afford a ready check on the propagation equation proposed here, and would identify any significant influence introduced from changes in subsurface geology.

There are no statutory limits in South Africa on the level of ground vibration from blasting. It is proposed that the approach outlined in this paper should be used in future instances where the undermining of residential areas is considered. The author is not aware of other studies pertaining to surface ground vibration induced by underground colliery blasting under South African conditions. The equation developed here to express the propagation of ground vibrations can be used as a close approximation to the expected levels. For most collieries in South Africa, blasting can be conducted so as not to interfere with surface use.
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Bulk handling

The Bulk Handling Workshop 1987, entitled 'Operation and Maintenance of Bulk Handling Systems' and sponsored by The Institution of Engineers, Australia, will be held in Adelaide (Australia) on 3rd and 4th November, 1987.

The Workshop aims to bring together practising engineers involved in the operation and maintenance of bulk-handling equipment. Emphasis will be placed on the techniques and experience of the operational control of equipment, and on condition monitoring and total life maintenance of bulk-handling systems.

The Workshop will be informal in structure with similar-interest papers grouped together for presentation at working sessions. The following topics will be dealt with:

- Coal mining and transportation
- Grain handling
- Superphosphate manufacturing
- Timber handling
- Mining, transportation, and processing of metallic ores
- Quarrying
- Sugar
- Cement manufacturing.

All correspondence relating to the Workshop should be addressed to:

The Conference Manager
Bulk Handling Workshop 1987
The Institution of Engineers, Australia
11 National Circuit
Barton ACT 2600
Australia.
Telephone: (062) 73-3633
Telegrams: ENJOAUST CANBERRA
Telex: AA62758. Facsimile: (062) 73-1488.

New ministry

The announcement by the State President, Mr P.W. Botha, of the establishment of a new Ministry of Economic Affairs and Technology has been welcomed by the Federation of Societies of Professional Engineers (FSPE). This is the realization of a long-standing ideal of the whole engineering profession, and will result in organizations that make use of high technology, like the CSIR, Mintek, AEC, and the SABS, being brought closer together. The engineering profession is vitally involved in these organizations.

FSPE played an active role, with constituent societies and the Engineers' Association of South Africa, forming the Interim Council of the S.A. Engineering Association, whose aim it is to establish an umbrella body uniting the whole engineering community. It is pleasing that the Minister who is responsible for this new portfolio, Mr D.W. Steyn, and the Deputy Minister, Mr G.S. Bartlett, are both engineers.

The Federation heartily endorses the statement made by Professor Roy Marcus, Chairman of the Interim Council, that this step will undoubtedly lead to the increased development, creation of more work opportunities, and increased competitiveness of South Africa's export products in international markets. Professor Marcus congratulated Minister Steyn on his increased responsibility and mentioned that, under his leadership, pioneering work will have to be done to achieve these ideals. He assured Minister Steyn and Deputy Minister Bartlett of the enthusiastic support of engineers in their effort to straighten out the economy and technology of the State.